
Please do not wear eye makeup – especially mascara, as it will take more time to remove your makeup and gives us less time
to apply your lash extensions.

Please do not wear contact lenses during application

Please do not drink coffee, tea, energy drinks for at least two hours prior to your appointment as caffeine can cause your eyes
to flutter involuntarily.

We do not infill other people’s work, however we can help safely remove a bad application. If you are wearing eyelash
extensions done by others, please let us know prior to your appointment, We may need to remove them before applying our
ones, removal fee is $35 for 30 mins which can be booked separately. Otherwise, you can wait until your extensions come off
before booking with us.

BEFORE YOUR APPOINTMENT

IT IS IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW THE SPECIFIC AFTERCARE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO
ENSURE THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULT. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT
THE AFTERCARE PROCESS, BE SURE TO ASK YOUR LASH ARTIST FOR MORE GUIDANCE.

Tel: 02041406342      Email: browsbytania_@outlook.com     Website: browsbytania.net

Lash Extensions 

AFTER YOUR APPOINTMENT

Avoid wetting lash extensions ideally 24 hours after the treatment. This allows time for the glue to dry. 

Avoid steam rooms and hot shower/ saunas for at least 48 hours (or completely, if possible, due to cyanoacrylate’s low
thermal resistance).

Avoid oily products around the eyelashes. Do not wear mascara, foundation and eyeliner on eyelids. If the lashes come into
contact with these products, the bond of the adhesive can weaken and cause premature shedding of the extensions.

Wash and brush your eyelash extensions every day with lash shampoo! It is important to wash the roots and skin between
the eyelashes, not the tips of the extensions. If dust, oils or make up get stuck on the eyelid, they will affect natural lash health
This can cause lash damage, premature lash lost or and infection. Please also wash after exercise. If you choose not to wash
your lashes they wont last as long. 

Do not use cotton wipes to wipe the eyelash area, because they catch the extension and pull them out. Ideally use a soft brush
to remove makeup around eye area,

Sleep on your back if you can, and it is recommended to sleep on a silk pillow case or wear an eyelash mask to protect lashes.

Do not touch and rub the eyelashes to avoid permanent hair loss. Be gentle. And using a lash wand is a great idea.

Lastly, do not perm, curl, tint or use mascara   on the eyelash extensions.


